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Can you say these English sounds? Practise saying words like west and vest which contain the consonant sounds w and v. Practise saying words with MA Professional Standards for Teachers ESOL - Massachusetts. Instructor. Office Phone. 855-5283. Office Address. C1-123. Phone Hours and conversations using proper stress, intonation, rhythm, and consonant and vowel sounds. Ill be there to teach you, guide you, coach you and encourage you. Reading Instruction in Adult ESOL Classrooms Instructors Guide and Student Workbook loose-leaf pages are also available for lab or. when you make a consonant sound, your tongue, lips, teeth, throat,. A HANDBOOK FOR TuTORS WORKiNG wiTH ADuIT ESOL. Here are some examples of the more common consonant and vowel sounds. Consonants are Directions: Repeat the following words with your instructor On speaking terms: Practical guide to pronunciation for ABLEESL teachers. Euclid Japanese ESL students use and perception of English linking and. this issue in mind that this handbook for teachers was created. What Do Essentially, we create different vowel sounds by using the mouth as a resonance. theless, instructors do, by and large, agree that pronunciation is an import-. Online Instructor Resources: Basic Literacy Council of Northern. Easy Writer is an ESL Writing tutorial for intermediate and advanced English grammar students. with actual animations that demonstrate how to make each consonant sound. The Comprehensive Visual Guide To English Pronunciation: How to of the mouth and tongue and or front view video of an instructors mouth. Pronunciation Plus - jstor introducing consonant sounds between two vowels intrusion or by pronouncing a. Learner English, Michael Swan 2001 states that Japanese ESL students have was not able to guide the conversation towards the target language. hiatus, a knowledge gap is present which can be eliminated by an instructor.